
This   NFT   art   project   by   Nancy   Baker   Cahill,    Contract   Killers ,   was   conceived   to   expose   the   fragility   
and   ephemerality   of   social   agreements   and   highlight   the   need   to   take   responsibility   for   our   
actions.   Systemic   inertia   does   not   excuse   us   as   individuals   from   making   the   best   next   decision.   
We   have   an   irrevocable   obligation   to   future   generations   to   acknowledge   the   damage   we   have   
caused   and   to   do   what   we   can   to   minimize   the   effects   our   poor   choices   have   on   the   future.    It   is   
equally   imperative   that   we   not   allow   fear-of-missing-out   or   avarice   to   drive   reckless   choices,   
ultimately   damaging   the   wellbeing   of   ourselves   and   our   communities.    To   that   end,   these   NFTs   
and   the   written   obligations   that   accompany   them,   provide   a   template   for   responsible   individual   
behavior   driven   by   rewards   and   consequences.    The   agreement   to   abide   by   the   terms   of   
ownership   serves   as   a   reminder   that   maintaining   anything   of   value   requires   constant   vigilance   
and   ongoing   care.    The   responsibilities   that   come   with   either   collecting   art   or   participating   in   
society   require   attention   and   maintenance.    This   is   an   experiment   in   examining   the   digital   
transaction   of   fugacious   assets   with   potentially   much   wider   implications.   

  
At   the   moment   in   time   that   these   NFTs   are   offered   for   sale,   the   marketplace   is   currently   lacking   
in   protocols,   rules,   remedies,   or   any   formal   structure   that   would   protect   NFT   owners   or   creators   
against   any   number   of   eventualities,   including   but   not   limited   to   the   loss   or   evaporation   of   NFT   
assets.   Despite   claims   to   the   contrary,   the   current   structure   of   NFTs   neither   guarantees   true   
authenticity   nor   establishes   a   reliable   provenance   for   artwork   assets.    Nor   do   NFT   transactions   
address   concerns   around   intellectual   property   ownership   and   appurtenant   rights;   or   remedies   
in   the   event   that   built-in   resale   royalties   provisions   are   ignored   by   transacting   off-chain.    And,   
perhaps   most   glaringly,   there   is   no   recourse   in   the   event   that   the   embedded   link   to   the   
purchased   asset   breaks   or   the   location   of   the   asset   disappears.   Thus,   a   key   component   of   this   
project   is   to   suggest   enforceable   contract   terms   that   will   create   a   rational   path   to   NFTs   
becoming   a   sustainable   vehicle   in   the   marketplace.    

  
Owners   are   integral   to   the   NFT’s   ongoing   existence   and   value,   and   as   such,   essentially   act   as   
NFT   guardians.   Because   positive   reinforcement   has   a   more   powerful   impact   on   behavior   than   a   
negative   consequences,   this   Project   focuses   on   reinforcing   incentives.    Providing   an   opportunity   
to   earn   rewards   for   responsible   interactions   with    Contract   Killers    will   encourage   Owners   to   keep   
all   transactions   on-chain   and   discourage   work-arounds   to   cheat   the   system.   To   that   end,   if   an   
Owner   adheres   to   the   terms   of   the   off-chain   NFT   contract,   that   Owner   will   reap   the   benefits   of   
that   desired   behavior.    Failure   to   participate   results   in   loss   of   rewards   and   actual   missing   out.   

  
That   the   functional   construction   of    Contract   Killers    requires   a   detailed,   off-chain   contract   should   
be   all   the   proof   needed   to   abandon   the   term   “smart   contracts”   as   false   and   misleading.    Though   
it   is   challenging   to   match   the   soundbite   appeal   of   the   term,   a   more   precise   and   meaningful   
label   would   be   “auto   code”   to   indicate   that   there   are   automatic   actions   or   reactions   written   into   
the   coding   of   each   NFT—but   no   actual   agreements   are   included.     Real    smart   contracts   still   come   
from   attorneys.   
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